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IngeNews: Ignite! Neighbor Nights, See Our Light with

Fab House, MetroHealth Juneteenth Freedom Fest 

and IngenuityFest 2022 returns as Expo: Ingenuity!

Ignite! Neighbor Nights is TONIGHT!
Join our FREE, Family Friendly monthly event at Goldhorn Brewery and Event Space in St.
Clair Superior for seasonal activities, community conversations and more! Tonight's event is all
about Planting Seeds and Putting Down Roots! We'll have hands-on gardening activities,
outdoor fun from our partners at Recess Cleveland, plus an introduction to the Re-Discover St.
Clair-Superior neighborhood plan. Alongside Famicos Foundation, St. Clair-Superior
Development and City Architecture, we'll explore what shapes our neighborhood now and for
the future! Can't make it tonight? Catch organizers at the following monthly activites and check
out the complete Ignite! Neighbor Nights Schedule Below! 

Follow Ignite! Neighbor Nights on Facebook

Cleveland's MetroHealth Juneteenth Freedom Fest
Returns, June 18th, 2022, downtown on Mall C!
Ingenuity Cleveland is a proud cofounder and presenting partner of Metrohealth's Juneteenth
Freedom Fest, alongside Karamu House, Downtown Cleveland Alliance and Tri-C Jazzfest.
Returning for its second annual day-long event Saturday June 18th from 12pm - 10pm
downtown on Mall C, the event brings family friendly activities; local vendors, artisans, 
entrepreneurs, and Black-owned businesses; headlining acts presented by Karamu House and
Jazzfest, plus local performers, artisans and more.

Ingenuity Cleveland is proud to present works by local artists from the #VoicesofCLE
Community Art Project, and its not too late to apply to have your work shown or to live paint.
Use the link below, or reach out to emily@ingenuitycleveland.org with questions about
application, artist fees, and other ways to get involved with #VoicesofCLE!

Paint with #VoicesofCLE on Juneteenth! Apply Here!

Plus! Is your organization or community hosting festivities the week of Juneteenth? Let us
know about it! Event partners are compiling a list of celebrations across the city to reach
residents in every neighborhood and corner of Northeast Ohio. Calendars will appear on our
website and across event promotions.

Tell us about your Juneteenth Event!

Learn more about Juneteenth!

Cleveland's Newest Maker Space wants YOU to get involved!
Ingenuity Cleveland is thrilled to partner with Fab House Cleveland to build energy around a
new Maker Space in the Glenville Neighborhood! Working with Fab House Cleveland, Mantles
and Makers and Literary Cleveland, Ingenuity is supporting a season of community storytelling
and digital fabrication brought to you, in part, by the Cleveland Foundation Equity in Arts Fund.

This summer, we'll meet Glenville area residents for free, twice-monthly workshops to gather
stories and create a permanent artwork to be displayed at the new Fab House facility, in
partnership with Ingenuity collaborators Sankofa Fine Arts Plus, Splice Cream Truck and artist
Brett Woods Hill. Follow the event on Facebook to learn more, and sign up to get involved!

Follow See Our Light on Facebook!

IngenuityFest 2022 Returns as Expo: Ingenuity!
We are thrilled to announce that IngenuityFest will return on September 23-25, 2022
as Expo: Ingenuity! Drawing on the best parts of a history of World's Fairs and (Inter)National
Exhibitions, Expo: Ingenuity will ignite the creaitve spark in the tradition those expositions
through time that have brought nations together to celebrate achievement and imagination,
highlighting the scientific, technological and social innovations that have driven progress.

At Ingenuity Cleveland, we are thrilled to celebrate this past, present and future (from steam-
powered to space age!) with the return our flagship event, alongside our wide community of
artists, performers, entrepreneurs, small businesses, community partners, and of course,
YOU!

Attracting more than 20,000 attendees and hundreds of exhibitors, Expo: Ingenuity brings a
creative twist on theme with whimsical artistic interpretations, deeply engaging and immersive
installations, dozens of live performances from music and dance to theater and more. One
thing's for sure - you won't want to miss this year's festival so save the date!

Want to get involved? Continue reading!

Follow Expo:Ingenuity on Facebook!

Help us Prepare For or Volunteer at IngenuityFest!
At Ingenuity, we create HUGE projects, built by the community for the community - and we
display them at IngenuityFest!  During the festival, we need hundreds of volunteers to make
the magic happen! f you are interested in helping out before or at the festival, please sign up
below. We will add you to our volunteer list or our year-round volunteer-driven creative
collaborative (The Ingeneers) so you know about other awesome opportunities to get involved!

Volunteer

Join the Ingeneers!

Vend at IngenuityFest!
Are you a local artist or creative entrepreneur? A local food vendor or nonprofit
exhibitor? Come vend with us! Follow the link below to find the appropriate vendor application.

Vend

Present at IngenuityFest!
Are you a musician or band hoping to perform, an artist or maker looking to display
your works, or a performer? Applications are now open! Follow the link below to apply.

Present

Want your company name in lights? Sponsor or Exhibit!

Around the globe, Expos have offered the chance to gather around new ideas and pressing
challenges, highlighting extraordinary feats of human imagination and, at their best, bringing
people together and bridging gaps between citizens, companies, goverments & organizations.

And, just like Cleveland's own Great Lakes Exposition, which nearly a hundred years ago
helped draw Cleveland out of the Great Depression with a burst of energy, Expos can offer the
chance to foster civic and regional pride, attract visitors, and provide much-needed celebration 
in the midst of recovery from challanging years. Will you join us?

I'm interested in partnering with Ingenuity!

EXPO Ingenuity! Save the date for IngenuityFest 2022!

Applications are now open, and keep an eye on our website, emails and social media for
special announcements over the coming months. If you interested in partnering or sponsoring
IngenuityFest 2022, let's talk! Email emily@ingenuitycleveland.org.

2022 Festival Applications

Become a Member or Make a Donation

Thank you for supporting Ingenuity!

Emily Appelbaum, Executive Artistic Director

Visit our website or follow us on social media!

Ingenuity Cleveland ignites the creative spark of creativity among artists, entrepreneurs,
and innovators of all types through joy and collaboration, in service to social progress.
With our year-round programming, including the annual IngenuityFest, we inspire audiences,
push boundaries, and generate economic impact, all while changing attitudes about our region!

Ingenuity is also a founding member of the Hamilton Collaborative. We are redefining growth
and innovation as an open, intentional community, managed cooperatively. We provide tools,
space, and knowledge to a broad community.

Ingenuity is a 501(c)(3) non-profit with federal
tax ID 20-2031718. Any donation is tax-
deductible to the full extent of the law.
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